








Disconnected
Remote Teams and Locations

Outdated
Legacy tools, apps and devices

Fragmented
Fragmented systems and manual repetitive tasks

At Risk
Growing security and compliance challenges



Access the partner apps you already 
use and love

Integrate business processes and Line 
of Business apps

Automate repetitive tasks

Communicate and collaborate 

All in a single hub 

Microsoft Teams is the HUB 

Meetings

Chat

Calling

Files

To-do lists

Email

Dashboards



Microsoft Power Platform

Power BIPower Apps Power Automate Power Virtual Agents Power Pages

Data
connectors

AI Builder Dataverse Power Fx Managed 
Environments

for
data exploration, 

analytics and 
reporting

for 
building secure,

data-centric 
business websites

for 
chatbots and 

conversational 
agents

for 
process

or workflow 
automation

for 
web and mobile 

application 
development

with
700+ 
data 
connectors



Microsoft Teams

Platform for teamwork

Chat, collaboration, meetings, calling, 
and app integrations for 75M+ daily 
active users and 200M+ meeting 
participants in a single day, 
generating >4.1B meeting minutes

Microsoft Power Platform
Low-code business applications

Used by 97% of the Fortune 500 to 
accelerate internal app development 
and empower citizen developers to 
build custom line of business 
solutions.





Dataverse is a relational database for 
Power Platform

Dataversesecurely stores and 
manages data used by business apps

Custom data are stored within set of 
tables

A table is a set of rows and columns

Standard and custom entities and 
columns

Power Apps
Application 
development

Power 
Automate
Workflow 
automation

Power BI
Business analytics

Power Virtual Agents
Intelligent virtual agents



Reasons why Enterprises decide for Dataverse



A new built-in low-code data platform for 
Microsoft Teams

Subset of Dataverse capabilities

Included in most Teams licenses

Allows building of apps, automation, 
chatbots within Microsoft Teams

Apps

Flows Bots

Analytics

Data 
connections

Custom
entities and 
columns



• A container for the Dataverse for Teams data, apps, 
flows and bots

• It is automatically created for the team when an app 
or a bot is created within it

• One Environment for each Teams

Dataverse for Teams environment and its contents will 
be removed if the team expires or is deleted

Environment



In Dataverse for Teams a new environment is created for each 
Team the first time an application associated to that Team is 
created



Power Platform Admin Center enable 
you to check Capacity used by 
Dataverse for Teams Environment.

You are also enabled to view all apps 
and flows that are included in 
Dataverse for Teams Environment.

Use new “Tenant Analytics”!







Dataverse for Teams is enterprise grade 
and designed to work within Teams. 

Focused on Teams, it aligns with the core 
roles identified in that environment, e.g. 
Owners, Members, and Guests. 

Access to the environment is restricted 
just to the Teams owners, members and 
guests

Ability to assign different security role to 
Teams Owners and Members.



Microsoft offers a solution that applies a data loss prevention policy (DLP) to all Teams environments 
within a tenant, allowing you to better control your organization's data without hindering your ability to 
create low-code and no-code solutions within Teams.

We recommend to use this under a scheduled script to ensure that the DLP policy will always apply to 
the most recent list of Teams environments. 

If a Teams environment is created after this script is run, it will not be governed by the policy until the 
policy's environments are updated



Microsoft Dataverse for Teams 
provides a simplified way to 
transport customizations 
between Dataverse for Teams 
environments. 

Additionally, customizations 
can also be moved between 
Dataverse and Dataverse for 
Teams environments.







Embedded Power Apps studio in Teams

Simplify work and increase productivity

Easy way to create, edit and publish app within Teams

Build apps based on custom data tables that are Teams-
specific and scenario-specific

Ability to share apps with the other team

                
                     



Pre-built apps designed for Teams

Easy to modify to meet specific business needs

Easy to discover in the Teams App store

Some app templates are available on GitHub

Employee 
ideas

Inspection Issue 
reporting

Bulletins Milestones Boards

Perspectives Profile+



You can share Power Apps beyond a team

Contoso Team

Contoso team users can build 
and use an app

After the app is deployed and 
shared with users outside Contoso 
team can use the app and benefit 

from it. 



By default, Colleagues with access role 
has No access to your Dataverse for 
Teams tables

With Broad app distribution you can 
provide users outside your team 
permissions to access the tables via your 
app



 You can share apps with a security group 
or a security-enabled Microsoft 365 group

 You can share apps to a group with less 
than 10,000 members  

 Group members can install and use your 
app



Team owners can choose to share apps with 
other colleagues that don't belong to the 
development team

Apps appear in the “Built by your 
colleagues” category in Teams App store







With Power Automate's integration to 

Dataverse for Teams, users can easily add 

automation to apps built with Dataverse for 

Teams



Power Virtual Agents is a low-code / no-code, 

guided graphical interface that allows easy 

creation of chatbots by users of Microsoft 

Teams

Chatbots in Teams to help employees with 

common issues and answer common questions

Chatbots in Teams are transforming how 

organizations engage with their employees 



You could choose to share with your bot 
with your team to use  

You can only share a bot with security 
groups. You cannot share with individual 
users directly.

You can manage individual user access 
by adding or removing users from the 
security group.



You could choose to share with your bot 
with your organization, require admin 
approval  


















